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ABSTRACT 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are susceptible to various kinds of protect threats that can destroy the performance 

of the network and may cause the sensors to send wrong information to the sink. Key management, authentication and secure 

routing protocols techniques used in WSNs. Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is another techniques and analysing the network 

in order to detect abnormal behaviour of the sensor node(s). Researchers have proposed various approaches for detecting 
intrusions in WSNs during the past few years. An ID starts with network initialization where every node agrees the list of 

parental nodes through which destination can be reached with equal distance. Each node chooses a parental node among selected 

parents to forward the data and begins pair wise keys with 2-hop parent nodes. Throughout data forwarding, child forwards the 

packet to 1-hop distance parent handles acknowledgment from 2-hop distance node and agrees the number of packets forwarded 

and dropped based on successful and unsuccessful arrangement. Every node sends to proceedings report holding observations on 

the parent via different path to destination at a particular intermission of time called an estimation period. Destination recognizes 

the malevolent node by comparing report acknowledged from each node with number of data packets received. This method 

detects the malicious nodes initially and also efficiently. 

Keywords: WSN, IDS, Malicious Node, 2-Hop Acknowledgment. 

 

1 Introduction 
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are distributed, structure less, fault-tolerant, accessible and self-motivated in nature 

[2] Akyildiz et al., These systems are low cost and stress-free to install in an area. These are manufactured small in size, low 

power and self-controlled nodes called sensor nodes. These nodes have small memory space; less calculation capacity and short 

period (hang on battery life). Sensor nodes gather useful data from their environments and convey it to the end user organized 

system called Base Station (BS) or sink for analysis. Such networks might be used for field surveillance, judging volcanic 

activities, eyeing physical movement, expecting tsunami, etc. Sensor nodes are tightly organized in the sensor field (area under 

consideration). They conserve a topology and start sensing the environment. Data join together from the environments is 

processed and conveyed to the BS or sink using any routing protocol. Their topology is dynamic and changes regularly owing to 

the limits of the sensor nodes. Sensor nodes may get injured owing to heavy wind, rain, sunshine, animals, etc., or their battery-

operated may exhaust. Here, routing protocol plays a   significant role because nodes leave or join the sensor network at 

asymmetrical intermissions. There are a number of dispatcher protocols proposed for WSNs. [1]Akkaya and Younis  categorize 

them into three major types: hierarchical, data-centric and location-based routing protocols. 
 Security is a major anxiety for all types of network examples whether they are wired networks, mobile ad hoc 70 A.H. 

Networks or newly developing IP Multimedia Subsystems (IMSs). The vision for the safety of a network is protected 

transmission and dependable distribution of packets from a source to the endpoint. In WSNs, key organization, verification [15] 

Liu et al., and endangered routing protocols deliver secure communication while lacking reliable distribution of messages. In 

other words, these mechanisms can protect the network from third parties attacks but show failure against the inside assaults. 

These mechanisms aim to provide data confidentiality, data verification and data honesty. In an outside attack, when an 

interloper tries to get access to the information, these mechanisms protect the secret data. During a secret attack, the sensor node 

that is a part of the sensor network starts performing malevolently without trying to get access to the data of the message. These 

attacks aim to affect the output of the network (i.e., by dropping received packets without forwarding them). Hence, dangerous 

information will not spread the sink or BS that is significant in making decisions about the relative sensor field. 

WSNs are vulnerable to a number of types of security threats that can destroy the overall performance of these 
networks. According to [29] Wood and Stankovic., several attacks are possible on different layers of the sensor node that may 

cause DoS in WSNs. In [12]  Karlof and Wagner., authors discuss numerous routing protocol attacks that affect the output of the 

sensor network. The option of Sybil attack in WSNs is briefly discussed in [17] Newsome et al., Where some countermeasures 

for these attacks are also accessible. Rendering to it, Sybil attack can affect different protocols in distributed storing, data 

aggregation, routing, voting, etc. A nice work is presented in [20] Roosta et al., that covers a number of potential attacks that can 

be launched with malevolent intent. This paper provides a complete taxonomy of security threats on sensor networks. In [4] 

Bojkovic et al., authors conduct a survey on security issues of WSNs. They focus on different attack scenarios in WSNs and key 

dissemination mechanisms. According to them, IDS is an underdeveloped facility for sensor networks that should be explored. 

IDS [11] Innella and McMillan., is a security mechanism used to detect the nonstandard behavior of the mobile nodes in 

ad hoc systems[27]Wang., and customers in IMS [7]Farooqi and Munir., It is assumed that ‘IDS is not fit’ for securing WSNs. It 

appears true because IDS methods are computationally luxurious. However, there is a quick change in technology, and keeping 

in mind the future perspectives, the abilities of a sensor node will increase. The sensors will have additional memory and 
existence time and might be used for communicating multimedia information [2] Akyildiz et al., Likewise, these devices will be 

used for subsurface applications in future [10] Heidemann et al., Current research in Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) has 

given biological to Radio frequency identification Sensor Networks (RSNs) [5] Buettner et al., This one binds together the 

advantages of RFID and WSNs. These networks will become noticeable and might be used by us in our daily life as a lot of 

investigation is in progress for its different applications. On the other hand, if we consider a WSN that is working for tracing the 

movement of the opponent, it can provide very dangerous information for making a approach to beat the enemy in that area. 
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Hence, there is an obligation of a secure WSN that ensures secure broadcast and dependable deliveryof packets in the network. 

IDS-based mechanisms can be very effective. They can distinguish the abnormal performance of the sensor nodes such as DoS 

attacks. In IDS, the unit that investigates the network and detects the abnormal performance of node(s) is called an IDS agent. It 

workings in three stages: collection, processing and action. Originally, the network data is together for a specified interval of 

time. Processing depends on the finding mechanism. There are three types of finding techniques: misappropriation detection, 

irregularity based detection and requirement based detection. In misappropriation detection, the system searches for some 

specific designs or signatures to detect the interloper while in irregularity based detection; system learns about the usual 

behaviour of the network and then announces anything that deviates from a definite pattern that it has learn. Rules are made in 

specification based detection for specific attacks to analyses the behaviour of the nodes. If it disrupts n numbers of rules, it is 

declared as irregular. Afterward detection, an alert is generated to perform some appropriate action. Misappropriation detection is 

also known as signature-based detection. It only detects known attacks and does not complete well for unknown attacks. On the 
other hand, both irregularity and specification-based techniques detect recognized and unidentified attacks efficiently and attain 

low false positive rate. That is why the researchers are focusing on12 improving the existing mechanisms or coming up with 

inventions in these two kinds of detection techniques. 

Since recently, researchers have proposed a number of IDS-based security mechanisms that analyses the working of 

sensor node(s) and efficiently detect irregular activities. They mostly focus on routing protocol attacks for explaining their 

detection methods. Their work differs from each other in two ways, i.e., installation of IDS agent and the detection policy. There 

are three possibilities of installing an IDS agent: purely centralized, purely distributed and distributed-centralized. In the first 

method, it is installed only at sink or BS, whereas in the second method IDS agent is present in every sensor node. In the third 

method, only monitor nodes are used for intrusion detection. 

IDS area established research field in wired networks as well as in ad hoc networks. In sensor networks, it is still a 

different area that can be explored further. Researchers have suggested a number of IDS-based approaches for wired or ad hoc 

networks but these cannot be applied directly to WSNs owing to the limits of sensor networks (directed towards sink or BS) and 
abilities of sensor nodes. Standard intrusion detection that works better for wired networks is not suitable for WSNs because it is 

computationally luxurious for the sensor nodes. Energy-efficient IDS is more favorable for these networks [26] Techateerawat 

and Jennings., Intrusion Detection Systems for Wireless Sensor Networks, a number of attacks that affect the overall working of 

WSNs are briefly discussed in [4] Bojkovic et al., Rendering to them, “IDS is a motivating, underdeveloped service, useful for 

situations where there is an option for a node being damaged and measured by an adversary”. It’s given a various security threats 

to WSNs and our goal is not to give solution for these threats but provide a detailed survey and associate different IDS-based 

security mechanisms that are proposed in recent years. 

 Categorize various methodologies on the basis of the installation of IDS agents and further explore the way they apply 

the finding policy. It allocates names to the proposed approaches according to the detection algorithm or IDS architecture used in 

the respective papers. It also notifications that the decision making about declaring a sensor node as malevolent or not also 

differs from each other. 

 

 

2 Intrusion Detection Systems 

IDS are a system that checks the network performance and finds the nodes that are not working normally. IDS-based 

security mechanisms are proposed for other network models too. It is a established research field for wired networks or ad hoc 

networks while it is an developing area of research in IMS and WSNs. IDS is an extra unit installed at the clients or server or 

both. This component is called IDS agent. IDS agent works in three essential in sequence steps [11] Innella and McMillan., 

Monitor network behaviour, detect the intrusion and reply to the irregular activity. In other words, we say that the IDS agent 

works in three stages and each stage has a unit such as: 

 Collection unit: It gathers the network data. 

 Detection unit: It performs finding policy consequently to find intrusions. 

 Response unit: It makes alert in case of irregular node detection. Different approaches are used to develop these systems 

depending on the nature of the network architecture. In this unit, various ways of installation of the IDS agent and also 

define different discovery policies. 

 

2.1 IDS manager 

IDS agent executes a significant task for securing network from troubling attacks. Researchers use three dissimilar ways 

of installing IDS agent in WSNs. These are purely centralized, purely distributed and distributed-centralized. 

 

Purely centralized IDS agent installation mechanics 

  In WSNs, sensor nodes sense the situation and convey processed information to the sink or BS. All the sensor nodes 

distributed in the sensor area interconnect with the sink and the analysis of the field is done by users or human beings. In purely 

centralized IDS approach, IDS agent is connected in the sink or BS. It requires a supplementary special routing protocol that 
gathers or collects information from nodes to analyses the behaviour of the sensor nodes together. 

 

Purely distributed IDS agent installation mechanism 

Sensor nodes work in a distributed method. In purely distributed IDS method, IDS agent is connected in every node. It 

checks the irregular behaviour of neighbouring nodes locally. It analyses the information that it receives from nodes in its radio 

range. Sensor nodes audit that information and 74 A.H. It generates alerts for irregular activity. There are further two ways for 

declaring a node as cooperated or not. In individualized decision-making, node that becomes aware of the irregular behaviour of 

another node sends that information to the sink or BS. In cooperative decision making, node that detects the anomalous 

behaviour of any node interconnects with other nodes and finally that node is acknowledged compromised after voting. If the 

majority of the nodes authenticate it, then proper action is taken to secure the network allowing to the configuration. 
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Distributed-centralized IDS agent installation mechanism 

Cluster-Head (CH) methodology lowers the power consumption and efficiently reduces the control overhead. This 

method is used in categorized routing protocols. CHs have more capabilities than other regular nodes. The idea of monitor node 

is resulting from this philosophy. In distributed-centralized approach, IDS agent is connected in monitor nodes only. This node 

performs two types of functions at the same time. First, it performs the actions of the normal nodes and, second, it checks for 

interruption detection. The logic behind that approach is to minimize the detection overhead faced by purely distributed 

approaches. 

 

2.2 Detection policy 

In IDS, the detection of interruptions is the major phase. There are three different policies of detection: 

misappropriation detection, irregularity based detection and specification-based detection. 

 

Misappropriation detection system 

There are different attacks that follow same sequence of steps to launch their effect. In misappropriation detection 

system, these sequences of steps are used to detect these attacks. This finding mechanism is also called signature based 

detection. It is like pattern matching and works improved for known attacks only and cannot cater unidentified attacks. In this 

approach, abnormal behaviour is defined for the network, e.g., by making a log file of signatures of known attacks. The network 

is then simulated to evaluate the presentation of the designed technique. Each instance is matched with the entries of the log file 

to detect the attack situation. That is why this approach is quite expensive particularly for sensor nodes. 

 

Irregularity based detection system 

Signature based method cannot detect the attacks for which signature (known pattern) is not present. There are a 

number of attacks that change the signatures regularly. These attacks are hard to detect by these mechanisms. Irregularity based 
systems provide a security environment in which anything that deviates from the normal behaviour is declared anomalous or 

malicious. In this approach, normal behaviour of the network is defined and any other behaviour is declared intrusive. An 

anomaly detection algorithm learns about the normal behaviour of the targeted network during normal simulation of the network. 

It sets some thresholds, etc., during this period. These help in detection of intrusions in attack situations. 

 

Specification-based detection system 

Specification-based detection system works by significant rules for attacks. A sensor node’s behaviour is checked 

against each rule sequentially. There is a disappointment bit associated with each node. If the sensor node interrupts any rule, 

failure bit is incremented. If the number of disappointments of a particular node increases than a threshold (adjusted for normal 

situation) after an interval of time ‘t’, an alert about that node is produced. 

 

Key Management 

 Key management is the method of administering or supervising cryptographic keys for a cryptosystem. It involves the 

generation, creation, security, storage, replace, substitute and use of said keys and with another type of security system built into 

large cryptosystems, enables selective restriction for certain keys. 

A critical crypto system element, Key management is also one of the mostly challenging aspects of cryptography 

because it deals with many types of safety liabilities beyond encryption, such as people and flawed policy. It also involve 

creating a consequent system policy, user training, interdepartmental communications and proper synchronization. For a 

multicast cluster, safety is a large issue, as all group members have the ability to receive the multicast communication  The 

resolution is a multicast group key management scheme, in which particular keys are securely provided to each member. In this 

method, an encryption using a particular member’s key means that the communication can only be access and read by that group 

member. 
 

3 CRYPTOGRAPHY TECHNIQUES AND KEY DISTRIBUTION METHODS 

Cryptography is a method to anchor the information. It utilizes the idea of keys to change the type of information, 

called encryption and information can be changed over to past frame utilizing the equivalent keys, called decoding.[14] Kyusuk 

Han, TaeshikShon., Types of Cryptography 

 

1. Open Key Cryptography: In this technique, two distinctive keys are utilized to anchor the information. Open key is 

accessible to everybody and private key is kept mystery. Sender can send the information to beneficiary by encoding the 

information utilizing his open key and collector can decode the information utilizing the private key. [14] Kyusuk  Han, 

TaeshikShon., 

2. Private Key Cryptography: In this technique, a gathering of client share same key. Sender can send the encoded 

information utilizing private key and recipient can decode the information utilizing same key [28] Wei Wang., 

 

Key dissemination strategies 

1. Pre-dissemination of keys: In this strategy, keys are allocated to every hub for secure correspondence. Hubs can 

utilize these keys to share the information over system in a protected way. 

2. Post-appropriation of keys: in this strategy, keys are doled out after the hub organization. Gesture can acquired the 

keys from base station. [28]Wei Wang, Member (2010) 

Determination of Key Distribution Method Selection of cryptography technique is extremely basic issues for security 

execution in WSNs. numerous analysts think about that Hitler kilter key cryptography techniques are not reasonable for WSNs 

because of the asset restriction of sensor hubs. Albeit some on going exploration results demonstrate that it is practical to apply 

topsy-turvy key cryptography to WSNs by picking proper calculations, parameters, and so on., Key administration is still 

excessively costly as far as calculation and vitality cost for sensor hubs, and still need further research. Symmetric key 
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cryptography is progressively effective then open key cryptography as far as speed and low vitality cost. Be that as it may, the 

key administration isn't a simple assignment for symmetric key cryptography. There is have to grow progressively effective and 

adaptable key administration plot for WSN. 

[14]Kyusuk Han, TaeshikShon., proposed a proficient strategy for enrolment check for re-authentication of versatile 

hub and demonstrated the execution investigation of participation confirmation. Utilizing this technique, they proposed a 

productive and adaptable re-verification convention over Wireless sensor organize. Likewise, they gave execution and security 

examination of the convention. 

[28] Wei Wang., proposed a proficient edge self-recuperating key appropriation conspire with sponsorization for 

foundation less Wireless systems. They guaranteed that the key conveyance plot fulfils the forward security, i.e., any inner client 

who has been denied can't create another session key. In this paper, an assault technique against this key dispersion plan's 

forward security was displayed. Besides, this assault technique can likewise be connected to this current plan's in reverse 
security. Consequently, the first limit self-recuperating key conveyance plot is uncertain. 

[3] Amar Rasheed., expanded novel and effective hub confirmation and key trade convention that help Irregular 

conveyance. Contrasted and past conventions, this convention has just 33% of correspondence and computational overhead. The 

proposed enhancement empowers the effective hub re-verification and key trade notwithstanding when the sensors are 

unpredictably conveyed to the brilliant home and WPAN for supporting different intermingling administrations. So as to confirm 

the proposed methodology, they performed three sorts of approval as indicated by correspondence pass, message size, and 

security examination. From the examination, enhancement ensures the more extended lifetime of Smart Home Devices and 

WPAN while giving security arrangements. In future work they will convey the proposed way to deal with genuine Smart home 

situations and affirm the validation activities for supporting NSL. 

[9] Hangyang Dai and HongbingXu.,proposed a quality-driven plan to advance stream verification and unequal blunder 

insurance (UEP) mutually. This plan can give advanced picture validation, picture transmission quality improvement, and high 

vitality effectiveness for WMSN. The commitment of this exploration is two-overlay as condensed underneath. Initial, another 
asset designation mindful eager stream validation approach is proposed to streamline the confirmation procedure. Second, 

verification mindful Wireless system asset portion conspire is produced to diminish picture mutilation and vitality utilization in 

transmission. The plan is examined by unequally secured picture bundles with the thought of coding and validation reliance. 

[25] Taekyoung Kwon., proposed another c-secure plan.Proposed a plan to build up pairwise keys utilizing probabilistic 

key sharing and edge mystery sharing. The security relies upon the quantity of hubs traded off. Different plans like the ones by 

can't be utilized when hubs are portable. We preclude the point by point discourse on these plans because of space requirements. 

These plans have been talked about in. Various plans utilize combinatorial structures, for example, projective planes, transversal 

structures and halfway adjusted inadequate square plans (PBIBD). An overview can be found in [31] Zhihong Liu, Jianfeng Ma., 

The security of these plans diminishes with the expansion in the quantity of hubs traded off. 

 We will concentrate dominatingly on key administration procedures however we push that the subject of the 

irregularity of the key arrangements utilized is an imperative issue as is likewise the topic of productive lattice calculations. 
Different issues incorporate those significant in explicit applications, for example, medicinal services systems [21]Ruj.S, A. 

Nayak., the issue of security assaults [24]Swetha.P and V. Bhupathi., and inconsistency discovery  [8]Gonzalez O. F, G. Ansa, 

M. Howarth, and G. Pavlou., WSN's face numerous dangers and these include: correspondence assault; refusal of administration 

assault; hub trade off; pantomime assault; and convention explicit assault. 

As the hubs have constrained assets; enter the executives in WSNs is an issue. In the writing, key administration 

conventions depend on either symmetric or topsy-turvy cryptographic capacities. Key administration conventions dependent on 

open key cryptographic (Hitler kilter capacities) are not suitable because of asset confinements in sensor hubs, in this way key 

pre-dissemination a specific symmetric methodology is conveyed in WSNs, which decreases the expense of key foundation. 

Nonetheless, it creates the impression that the piggy bank adaptation of open key cryptography can be adjusted for sensor 

arranges by pre circulating components of the key. 

[31]Zhihong Liu, Jianfeng Ma., displayed an Asymmetric Key Pre-appropriation Scheme. Rather than expecting that 
the system is contained totally of indistinguishable clients in regular key pre-circulation plots, the system currently comprises of 

a blend of clients with various missions, i.e., common clients and keying material servers. A gathering of clients, utilizing 

mystery keys preloaded in their memory and open keying material recovered from one keying material server, can figure a 

session key. The properties of this strategy are that, the bargain of keying material servers does not uncover any data about 

clients' mystery keys and the session keys of favoured subset of clients; if computational presumptions are considered, every 

client has low stockpiling prerequisite. These properties make it alluring for sensor systems. They first formally characterize the 

unbalanced key pre-circulation conspire as far as the entropy and give bring down limits on client's stockpiling prerequisite and 

the general population keying material size. At that point, they exhibited its developments and applications for sensor systems. 

Considered the issues of mystery enter dispersion in a sensor coordinate with different dissipated sensor hubs and a cell phone 

that can be utilized to bootstrap the system. Their principle commitment is a lot of secure conventions that depend on 

straightforward system coding tasks to give a powerful and low-multifaceted nature answer for sharing mystery keys among 

sensor hubs, including pairwise keys, group keys, key renouncement, and versatile hub confirmation. In spite of its job as a key 
empowering agent for this methodology, the portable hub just approaches a scrambled form of the keys, furnishing data theoretic 

security as for assaults concentrated on the versatile hub. Results incorporate execution assessment as far as security 

measurements and a definite investigation of asset usage. The essential plan was executed and tried in a genuine sensor organize 

test bed. This class of system coding conventions to be especially appropriate for very compelled dynamic frameworks, for 

example, Wireless sensor systems. 

 

Literature of Review 

 Roman et al., -Spontaneous watchdog  identifying miss behaving nodes and path ratter that helps routing protocols and 

avoid nodes. Merits: Reduced data redundancy, improved data security, Greater data integrity. Demerits: Time consuming to 

design, Damage to database affects virtually all applications programs. 
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 Krontiris and Dimitriou et al.,-Purely distributed specification based sensor node. Merits: Give more performance than 

single system, Corrupts then other node. Demerits: Security problem due to sharing, some messages can be lost in the 

network system. 

 Drozda et al.,-Purely distributed anomaly based Sensor node by its individual knowledge in artificial Immune System 

(MAC/routing).Merits: More resources can be added easily, Resources can be shared on multiple. Demerits: Bandwidth is 

another problem if there is large data and also expensive, Overloading distributed operating systems. 

 Shaikh et al.,-Purely distributed anomaly-based sensor node using intrusion aware validation algorithm. Merits: Improved 

data security, Greater data integrity. Demerits: Distributed way then performance become slow, Databases in network 

operating is difficult to administrate then single user system. 

 Hai et al.,-Hybrid Intrusion Detection System for Wireless Sensor Network, combines the benefits of both anomaly 

detection and signature based detection of intrusions. The anomaly detection is based on Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
which then forwards the result to misuse detection algorithm for further necessary action. Merits: Ability to associate a user 

to an event. It can analyse encrypted data that has been decrypted on the host. Demerits: Malicious node attack easy, OS is 

brought down by an attack, In order to monitor several hosts. 

 Kyusuk Han, TaeshikShon, and KwangjoKim .,-Neighbor group key distribution is efficient in mobile sensor network and 

open key cryptography used for authentication techniques in smart home and WPAN. Merits: Inexpensive, Highly Reliable, 

Easy to expand network. Demerits: vulnerable to malicious users don’t support with extensive nodes, less data security.  

 Hangyang Dai and HongbingXu., -Polynomial-based key pre distribution- L and U matrices is divided into two parts 

nonzero-element part and zero-element part this techniques provide random key per-distribution. Merits: Data analysis that 

has less risk of carrying an error, Simplest to data collection. Demerits: Time consuming, No guarantee for data transferred, 

A small size of network mandatory, vulnerable to malicious. 

 KejieLu,YiQian, Mohsen Guizani, and Hsiao-Hwa Chen., Pair-Wise Key Distribution in heterogeneous using  WSN 
distributing polynomial and to compared to the key-pool based on the polynomial-pool based scheme. Merits: More secure 

than password, Non-interactive log in is possible. Demerits: Private keys cannot protect, Not very scalable. 

 H. Wang and Y. Zhang ., Asymmetric key pre-distribution is efficient in edge self-recover key wireless systems with private 

key cryptography. Merits: Simple, Encrypt and Decrypt own files, Uses less computer resources, Prevents widespread 

message security compromise. Demerit: Need for secure channel for secret key exchange-Too many keys-Origin and 

authenticity of message cannot be guaranteed. 

 P. F. Oliveira and J. Barros., Session key is generated locally and established pair of keys beyond which each node encrypts 

messages with its own pre-sorted key using Open key cryptography. Merits- Extremely secure, Relatively Fast. Demerits: 

Sharing key, more damage if compromised. 

 Ahmed et al., Pair-based approach provided local detection engine. First check with local knowledge base and if fails then 

contact with central knowledge base to identify the problem with the help of purely distributed with central database. 
Merits-increased reliability, Local control, reflects the organizational structure. Demerits: Complex software, Deadlock is 

difficult to handle, May cause much network traffic. 

 Loo et al., Purely distributed Anomaly-based Sensor node by its individual knowledge routing in WSN and fixed-width 

clustering, and its providing  normal traffic ratio in WSN. Merits: Improved local autonomy, improved availability, and 

Modular growth. Demerits: Integrity control more difficult, Lack of standards, Database design more complex. 

 Lazarevic et al., Modi et al., Li et al., Sen and Clark.,-Expressed as binary patterns in intrusion detection system with 

heuristic and evolutionary learning. Merits-High discriminate power - Computational simplicity - In-variance to gray scale 

changes. Demerits -Not invariant to rotations - the size of the features increases computational complexity in terms of time 

and space - the structural information captured by it is limited. 

 Bao et al.,- Hierarchical  reputation based approach  in cluster-based hierarchical trust management protocol to effectively 

identifying the selfish and malicious nodes. Merits -It’s highly structured approach. Demerits -It’s highly structured 
approach may not fit, Time consuming. 

 Divya Sharma.,-Hybrid is a efficient routing and distributed attack detection architecture to detect the presence of Black-

Hole attack to enhance security level routing algorithm. Merits- Fault detection and troubleshooting is easy, Easy to increase 

the size of the network, optimizing the available resources. Demerits-Complexity to design, Costly hubs are more expensive. 

 

4  CONCLUSION 

               In this paper, a study and review on the field of existing IDSs for WSNs is presented. An IDS is an necessary 

component of protection for every network. Energy-efficient IDSs are suitable for WSNs.Key management is the process of 

administering or managing cryptographic keys for a cryptosystem. The result is a multicast group key management system, in 

which specific keys are securely provided to each member. In this manner, an encryption using a specific member’s key means 

that the message can only be accessed and read by that cluster member. Purely centralized IDS approaches are power efficient 
because, these techniques are difficult and require some specific routing protocol that gathers information from each sensor node 

to BS or sink for abnormality detection. On the other hand, purely distributed IDS techniques are not energy-efficient because 

IDS agent is install in each node. Improve extra computation or power consumption at node level. Distributed-centralized IDS 

approach suits WSNs in accordance with energy consumption and complexity; but it has its hold constraints. WSNs are 

vulnerable to a number of inside attacks that affect the overall performance of the network. These attacks result in erroneous 

interpretation of the sensor field. There is a requirement of energy-efficient IDS that instrument in distributed manner and 

cooperates with other nodes to recognize the abnormal behaviour of the nodes in a sensor network. 
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